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We present a readily computable semi-analytic ”Layer response theory” (LRT) for analysis of
cohesive energetics involving two-dimensional layers such as BN or graphene. The theory approxi-
mates the Random Phase Approximation (RPA) correlation energy. Its RPA character ensures that
the energy has the correct van der Waals asymptotics for well-separated layers, in contrast to simple
pairwise atom-atom theories, which fail qualitatively for layers with zero electronic energy gap. At
the same time our theory is much less computationally intensive than the full RPA energy. It also
gives accurate correlation energies near to the binding minimum, in contrast to Lifshitz-type theory.
We apply our LRT theory successfully to graphite and to BN, and to a graphene-BN heterostructure.
PACS numbers: 73.21.Ac,73.22.Pr,71.15.-m,71.15.Nc
I. INTRODUCTION
The interest in two dimensional compounds such as graphene1, hexagonal boron nitride2,3, transition metal
dichalcogenides2–4, and other promising compounds has grown exponentially over the last few years5–8. In par-
ticular, there has been much recent interest in their cohesive properties and also in layered, heterostructured solids
composed of loosely-bound stacks of such 2D layers9. Interesting properties include for example the binding energetics
of atoms or molecules on such systems10–12, and the energetics of binding13 of the layer systems themselves. Possible
applications include gas separation and storage technologies,14 and nano-electro-mechanical devices15–17.
The binding energetics of these layer systems typically show a significant contribution from van der Waals (vdW)
forces, which renders their description by semilocal density functionals inaccurate. Much recent effort has therefore
been put into simple vdW corrections, most typically involving a pairwise atom-based sum of vdW-type R−6 atom-
atom interactions18–23. Some more sophisticated theories also can be expressed via pairwise summation24. While such
pairwise and triples approaches are computationally efficient and often have good success with the inner, close-contact
parts of the binding energy curves, it is known that they give an incorrect description of the far-distant energetics,
especially for layers that are highly polarizable, metallic or semi-metallic25–29.
A relatively successful approach is the full numerical (direct) Random Phase Approximation ((d)RPA) correlation
energy method30–34, henceforth denoted simply ”RPA”. This method and its extensions35,36 have been found to
give the best and most consistent treatment to date of energy differences in layered systems at all layer spacings
provided electromagnetic retardation and higher many-body effects37 are are unimportant.38,39. In particular, the
RPA approach correctly describes the very long-wavelength charge fluctuations not captured in pairwise theories, but
responsible for anomalous long-ranged van der Waals interactions25. These differences from the pairwise predictions
are manifested in both the dependence of the energy on layer spacing D25,40 and, for finite systems, on the number of
atoms N27,29. Furthermore, the RPA (without extensions) has been shown33 to give simultaneously a good description
of the layer spacing, the breathing elastic constant C33 and the layer binding energy of graphite, a task that proved
elusive with other methods. The RPA correlation approach, however, comes at a high computational cost that makes
the analysis of complex systems difficult or impossible.
II. LAYER RESPONSE THEORY
In the present work we aim to produce a simplified, computationally efficient theory of the outer parts of the RPA
correlation energy curves involving nano-thin layers. We then introduce a simple extension allowing analysis right
down to intimate contact between layers.
For macrospically thick systems (slabs) there is already a very good theory of this type for the outer parts of the
energy curve, namely the Lifshitz approach41–43 which describes non-contacting systems but, unlike the pure RPA, is
not applicable to intimately contacting cases. The Lifshitz approach, rooted in quantum electrodynamics, has been
2further elaborated recently by a number of authors, e.g. refs 42,44–47. It uses the long-wavelength dielectric properties
of the infinite solid as input (i.e. these are not predicted by Lifshitz theory, and must be obtained from experiment or
independent calculations). The electromagnetically non-retarded limit of Lifshitz theory can alternatively be obtained
by using an RPA-style correlation energy treatment48 to predict the van der Waals interaction between two semi-
infinite solids. The RPA correlation energy approach, and our simplification of it described here, have a distinct
advantage over traditional Lifshitz theory, however, in that they both remain accurate at small inter-layer separations
right down to the binding distance.
The present theory is nevertheless somewhat similar in spirit to Lifshitz theory, in that it evaluates semi-analytically
the outer parts of the energy-versus distance curves, using the long-wavength dielectric properties of a single layer
as input. An important aspect of our approach, however, is that, rather than attempting to treat a monolayer as a
very thin 3D macroscopic dielectric as one might do in Lifshitz theory, we carefully evaluate the realistic dielectric
properties of a single 2D layer at the RPA level to the lowest three orders in a wavenumber expansion. We obtain
this data using RPA-level calculation of the long-wavelength macroscopic dielectric function of a slightly stretched
layered solid made from the individual layers under study. Such a calculation is now routinely available with great
computational efficiency in modern ab-initio 3D codes (in our case VASP49,50). In particular, we do not require
expensive calculations with large vacuum spaces between the layers and consequently large unit cells, because we
show below how to deconvolute the Coulomb interactions between the layers analytically (see also the recent work of
Nazarov51 and of Andersen et al.52).
We take the long-wavelength O(Q0) layer polarizability data so obtained and augment it via analytic reasoning and
a fitted parameter to obtain the O(Q1) and O(Q2) contributions to the polarizability respectively, for each species
of monolayer. The O(Q2) term puts our theory well beyond the usual Lifshitz theory, which assumes strictly local
dielectric properties. It allows us to obtain the correlation energy semi-analytically for systems approaching the
contact configuration. We term our approach the ”Layer Response Theory” of interactions in our target systems.
We first introduce the electronic response functions of a single layer to external longitudinal fields, in a particularly
convenient form, namely reflection and (differential) transmission coefficients R(Q,ω) and T (Q,ω), and then relate
these to screened layer polarizabilities α2D,scr. The reflection/transmission (more generally, scattering) approach is
in fact the popular modern way to implement Lifshitz theory44.
III. REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION OF ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS BY AN ISOLATED LAYER
We define a ”layer”, labelled ”I”, of a material that has a periodic structure in the x and y spatial directions
and is confined to a finite region RI of the z axis, containing a reference point ZI ∈ RI .(See Fig 1). By ”confined”
we mean that the groundstate electronic number density n0I (~r) and any linear time-dependent density perturbations
δnI to it are assumed to vanish outside RI . In a perturbed situation, we can decompose the time-dependent density
perturbations δnI into components varying as exp
(
i
(
~Q + ~G
)
.~r
)
exp (ut) δnI
(
~Q + ~G, z, iu
)
. Here ~G = Gx~i + Gy~j
is a reciprocal lattice vector of the 2D periodic lattice, and ~Q = qx~i + qy~j is a 2D wavenumber lying inside the
corresponding 2D Brillouin zone. Such a density perturbation will set up potentials δW outside the layer given by
δWdue to I (x, y, z) =


m+I exp
(
i
(
~Q + ~G
)
.~r
)
2πe2
| ~Q+~G|
e−|
~Q+~G|(z−ZI ), z to right of RI
m−I exp
(
i
(
~Q + ~G
)
.~r
)
2πe2
| ~Q+~G|
e+|
~Q+~G|(z−ZI ), z to left of RI
(1)
Here the two moments
m+I (
~Q, ~G, iu) =
∫
RI
e|
~Q+~G|(z−ZI )δnI
(
~Q, ~G, z, iu
)
dz
m−I (
~Q, ~G, iu) =
∫
RI
e−|
~Q+~G|(z−ZI)δnI
(
~Q, ~G, z, iu
)
dz
completely specify (via Eq (1)) the effects of layer I on non-overlapping objects such as other layers or physisorbed
atoms. From here onwards we assume initially that the matter in layer I is sufficiently well separated from the edges
of its region RI that the rapidly (exponentially) decaying ~G 6= ~0 components in Eq (1) are negligible outside RI . See
Fig 1. (We do modify this assumption for our final theory, however) Thus initially we only need the ~G = ~0 moments,
which we shall denote
m±I ≡ m
±
I (
~Q, ~G = ~0, iu) =
∫
RI
e±|
~Q|(z−ZI)δnI
(
~Q, ~G = ~0, z, iu
)
dz (2)
3The potential VI(z) exp
(
i ~Q.~r
)
exp(ut) due to sources outside layer I and acting on the matter inside layer I, is
assumed to lack the rapidly (exponentially) damped G 6= 0 components because of the isolation of the matter deep
enough inside layer I. This potential has no sources inside layer I and hence obeys Poisson’s equation ∇2VI =(
−Q2 + d2/dz2
)
VI = 0 for z ∈ RI . Thus it can be completely specified by two amplitudes V
±
I :
V ext (z) = V +I e
|~Q|z + V −I e
−|~Q|z, zǫRI (3)
Suppose that a small external field impinges on layer I from the right, so that V −I = 0 in (3). This potential gives
rise to a density perturbation inside layer I
δnI (z) =
∫
RI
dz′χI
(
Q, ~G = ~G′ = ~0, z, z′, iu
)
V +I e
|~Q|(z′−ZI) (4)
where the finite-frequency density-density response χI of the layer has to include all Coulomb screening and local
field effects inside layer I.
The density (4) in turn creates a reflected field to the right of RI of form
V refl,r = RrightI V
+
I exp
(
i ~Q.~r
)
exp (−Q (z − ZI)) , z to right of RI (5)
where, from (1) and (4), the dimensionless ”right hand reflection coefficient” RrightI is
RrightI =
2πe2
Q
∫
RI
dzdz′eQ(z+z
′−2ZI)χI
(
~Q, z, z′, iu
)
(6)
Similarly, still with a potential V +I impinging from the right, layer I also creates an additional ”transmitted”
potential to its left
V tr,right = T rightI V
+
I exp
(
i ~Q.~r
)
exp (Q (z − ZI)) , z to left of RI (7)
where the dimensionless ”right (differential) transmission coefficient” is
T rightI =
2πe2
Q
∫
RI
dzdz′eQ(−z+z
′)χI
(
~Q, z, z′iu
)
(8)
Similarly for fields impinging on layer I from the left we have ”left” reflection and transmission coefficients
RleftI =
2πe2
Q
∫
RI
dzdz′e−Q(z+z
′−2ZI)χI
(
~Q, z, z′, iu
)
T leftI =
2πe2
Q
∫
RI
dzdz′eQ(z−z
′)χI
(
~Q, z, z′, iu
)
For a layer with inversion symmetry in the z direction, the distinction between fields impinging from left or right
disappears, and we just have a reflection coefficient RI and and a transmission coefficient TI given by (6) and (8).
It is useful to re-express these reflection and transmission coefficients in terms of an interacting or screened polar-
izability ascrij giving the change in polarization pi (dipole moment per unit volume) per unit applied external electric
field Eextj . By contrast the above quantity χ gives the response of the number density δn to a unit external electronic
potential energy perturbation δV ext. Since δn = |e|−1 ~∇.~p and ~Eext = |e|−1 ~∇V ext it follows that in general53,54
χ (~r, ~r ′, ω) = −e−2∂i∂j′α
scr
ij (~r, ~r
′ω) (9)
Note that this ”screened” or ”interacting ” polarizability αscr (denoted −e−2F in ref. 53) gives the response of the
polarization to the external field whereas the usual polarizability α ≡ (ε− 1) /4π gives the response to the total field.
Thus α is an ”irreducible” quantity that does not describe the RPA-level screening effects within a layer, in contrast
to αscr. Applying (9) to (6) and (8) we find via integration by parts (where henceforth we assume a maximally
symmetric layer where the polarizability decouples into an xx ≡ yy ≡‖ component and a zz ≡⊥ component)
RI
(
~Q, ω
)
= −2πQ
(
α2D,scr,+xx (Q,ω) + α
2D,scr,+
zz (Q,ω)
)
(10)
TI
(
~Q, ω
)
= −2πQ
(
α2D,scr,−xx (Q,ω)− α
2D,scr,−
zz (Q,ω)
)
(11)
4where the screened layer polarizability of layer I is
α2D,scr,±ii (Q,ω) =
∫
RI
dzdz′eQ((z−ZI)±(z
′−ZI))αscrii
(
~Q, z, z′, iu
)
(12)
Here the four quantities α2D,scr,±ii (Q,ω) for i = x or z are the lumped screened polarizabilities of a single layer, and
in the limit Q → 0 they all reduce to the polarization per unit area of the layer per unit external electric field Eext.
For a layer with inversion symmetry in the z direction, with ZI chosen at the symmetry point, an expansion in powers
of Q shows that the ”+” and ”-” versions α2D,scr,±ii (Q,ω) are the same through O (Q). Thus in (10) and (11) we can
drop the superscripts+ and - on the polarizabilities α in many of the applications below.
An advantage of using (10) and (11) is that, for an insulating/semiconducting layer, α2D,scr±ii approach finite
nonzero constants αscrxx (ω) and a
scr
zz (ω) as Q→ 0, so that R and T vanish linearly with Q.
For a metallic layer or graphene, αscrxx (ω) diverges as ω → 0 and special care must be taken.
IV. MOMENT RESPONSE OF A SINGLE LAYER
When an external potential of form (3) is applied to layer I, we find from (4) that the moments defined in (2) are
m+I =
Q
2πe2
(
RrightI V
+
I + T
left
I V
−
I
)
m−I =
Q
2πe2
(
T rightI V
+
I +R
left
I V
−
I
)
This can be written
~mI =
Q
2πe2
c0I
~VI =
Q
2πe2
∑
J
c0IJ
~VJ (13)
where ~mI =
(
m+I ,m
−
I
)T
and ~VI =
(
V +I , V
−
I
)T
are 2D column vectors and
c0I =
(
RrightI T
left
I
T rightI R
left
I
)
, c0IJ = δIJ
(
RrightI T
left
I
T rightI R
left
I
)
(14)
is a dimensionless response function for the single isolated layer. We note that even for a non-symmetric layer
the general reciprocity relation χ(~r, ~r ′, iu) = χ(~r ′, ~r , iu) implies that T left
(
~Q, iu
)
= T right∗ (Q, iu) so that c0I is a
hermitian matrix. (But there is in general no simple relation between Rright and R
left
for a non-symmetric layer).
V. RPA EQUATION FOR RESPONSE OF INTERACTING LAYERS
Here the electron-electron Coulomb interactions within a layer are assumed to be included already in the layer
response quantities RI and TI . We now treat the Coulomb interactions between the layers in the Random Phase
Approximation (RPA, time-dependent Hartree approximation). This means that the potential coefficients V ±I acting
on layer I in (13) consist of an externally imposed potential V ±I,ext and an internal potential V
±
I,int that is generated
by the dynamic charge moments m±J , J 6= I, existing on the other layers, as in (2):
V +I,int =
∑
J>I
∫
z′∈RJ
dz′
2πe2
Q
e−Q|ZI−(ZJ+z
′)|δnJ (z
′) =
2πe2
Q
∑
J
v+−IJ m
−
J
and similarly V −I,int is sourced from layers to the left, with J < I. These two cases can be summarized by
~VI,int =
2πe2
Q
∑
J
vIJ ~mJ
where we have defined a 2× 2 dimensionless interlayer Coulomb matrix by
vIJ =≡
(
v++IJ v
+−
IJ
v−+IJ v
−−
IJ
)
= e−Q|ZI−ZJ |
(
0 θ¯J>I
θ¯I>J 0
)
(15)
5where θ¯cond = 1 if the condition cond is satisfied, and equals 0 otherwise. Then the RPA equations are (with a
Coulomb reduction factor λ that equals 1 for the real system)
~mI = ~m
ext
I + c0Iλ
∑
J
vIJ ~mJ . (16)
Here, in the source term
m±extI =
∫
exp (±Qz)χI (Q, z, z
′, iu)V ext (z′) dzdz′ , (17)
we have assumed no particular z dependence of the external potential V ext (z′) exp
(
~Q.~r −−iωt
)
. If indeed the
external potential is of the form (3) then ~mextI =
Q
2πe2 c0I
~V extI and so
~mI =
Q
2πe2
c0I
~V totI = c0I
(
Q
2πe2
~V extI + λ
∑
J
vIJ ~mJ
)
(18)
The equations are off-diagonal in the layer index I and have the formal solution
~mI =
Q
2πe2
∑
J
cλIJ
~V extJ (19)
cλ = (I− λc0v)
−1
c0 (20)
where the inverse is over both the I, J (layer) and +− (reflection / transmision) indices. ( cλ is the response of the
multi-layer system with both intra- and inter-layer Coulomb interactions included).
VI. PRACTICAL DETERMINATION OF α2D,scrFOR Q→ 0
The long-wavelength 2D screened polarizability α2D,scr of a single isolated layer from (12) will be used as input for
much of what follows. While there exist intrinsically 2D codes (such as ADF Band) and other approaches13 that can
calculate α2D,scr (or the correponding density response) directly, most condensed matter calculations use 3D plane-
wave codes such as ABINIT or VASP49,50. We show here that we can obtain α2D,scr (Q→ 0, iω) from such 3D codes
by finding the 3D macroscopic dielectric function of an infinite stack of parallel layers, with a layer spacing D that
only modestly exeeds the equilibrium spacing, D ≥ 2D0. Of course the single-layer properties could be deduced by
choosing a very large D value, but such calculations are numerically prohibitive because of the large unit cell involved.
Instead we show how to deconvolute the layer-layer Coulomb interactions, so the result for α2D,scr converges as soon
as D is large enough to avoid overlap of layers.
A. Response of a homogeneous stack of layers to a uniform field directed parallel to the layers.
Consider an infinite stack of identical symmetric non-overlapping layers with an equal interlayer spacing D 6= D0
that is not necessarily equal to the equilibrium crystal spacing D0. We aim to relate the screened polarizability
α2Dxx (Q,ω) of a single isolated layer to the macroscopic dielectric properties of the stack. To simulate linear response
to a uniform field E0 in the x direction, we choose
V ext (~r) = +E0 |e|x = E0 |e| lim
Q→0
sin (Qx)
Q
= E0 |e| lim
Q→0
eiQx − e−iQx
2iQ
(21)
Since there is no component of the external field in the z direction, this is independent of z. Since for a symmetric
layer such as graphene or BN the long-wavelength density response is even in ~Q, this field induces a density of the
same sinusoidal form, plus more rapidly varying local-field contributions:
δn (~r) = E0 |e|
sin (Qx)
Q
lim
Q→0
δn (Q, z) +
{
~G 6= ~0 terms
}
(22)
6where δn (Q, z) =
∫
χ˜
(
~Q, z, z′
)
dz′ is the response to a unit potential exp
(
i ~Q.~r
)
and χ˜ is here the density response
with all layer-layer interactions included. Because of the sum rules for density response53, χ˜ can be derived from a
well-behaved polarizability α˜ as per Eq (9). The dipole moment ~p per unit volume, of the stack, in the x direction can
be found by looking at the polarization, specifically the dipole moment induced in a spatial region one half-wavelength
λ/2 = π/Q long in the x direction, one layer (say the I = 0 layer) wide in the z direction, and of unit width in the y
direction. The polarization induced by a strictly uniform field is a tricky concept and in reality is related to surface
charges. Its calculation from the density perturbation in a finite region inside the crystal is well known to be subject
to ambiguities: the answer depends on choice of the ”edges” of the region. Equivalently, the net dipole moment
depends strongly on the edge positions via the high-wavenumber (~G 6= ~0) components of the induced electron density.
However, for an external field with a small but finite wavenumber Q = 2π/λ, considering a region −λ/4 < x < λ/4,
we find that the field E0 cos (Qx) from (21) vanishes at the edges. Correspondingly, explicit integration over this
region shows that the dipole moment from the ~G 6= ~0 components of the induced density (22) contributes a zero
fraction of the total moment as Q → 0. Thus the dipole moment ~p per unit volume can be calculated from just the
~G = ~0 density components, as we do here in deriving Eqs (30) and (31) below.
Then the dipole moment per unit volume is
~p =
1
1 (λ/2)D
∑
I
∫ +λ/4
−λ/4
dxx
∫ +D/2
−D/2
dz (− |e| δn (~r))
=
−E0 |e|
2
1 (π/Q)D
(∫ π/(2Q)
−π/(2Q)
x
sin (Qx)
Q
dx
)∫
dzdz′χ˜ (Q, z, z′, ω) (23)
From (9) the moment integral here is∫
dzdz′χ˜ (Q, z, z′, ω) =
∫ (
Q2α˜|| (Q, z, z′, ω)−
∂2
∂z∂z′
α˜⊥ (Q, z, z
′, ω)
)
dzdz′
= Q2
∫
α˜|| (Q, z, z′, ω)dzdz′ (24)
and this is not identical to the moments m± introduced in (2). However for small finite Q the combination
1
2
(
m+ +m−
)
=
∫
cosh (Qz) δn (Q, z, ω)dz
=
∫ (
1 +
1
2
Q2z2 + ...
)
χ˜ (Q, z, z′, ω) dzdz′
=
∫ (
1 +
1
2
Q2z2 + ...
)(
Q2α˜|| (Q, z, z′, ω)−
∂2
∂z∂z′
α˜⊥ (Q, z, z
′, ω)
)
dzdz′
= Q2
∫
α˜|| (Q, z, z′, ω) dzdz′ + 0 +
1
2
Q4
∫
z2α˜|| (Q, z, z′, ω) + 0
gives the required moment (24) to lowest order in Q.Then (23) becomes to leading order in Q
~p =
−E0e
2xˆ
1 (π/Q)D
(
2/Q3
) 1
2
(
m+ +m−
)
. (25)
Here we used
∫ π/2
−π/2
x sinxdx = 2 so
∫ π/q
−π/q
q−1x sin (qx) dx = 2/q3:
For this external potential (21) the external source term (17) in (16) is, with χI the density response of an isolated
layer and arguments Q, ω suppressed in places for brevity,
m±ext =
∫
exp (±Qz)χ
I
(Q, z, z′, iu)dzdz′
=
∫
exp (±Qz)
(
−e−2
)(
Q2α|| (z, z′)−
∂2
∂z∂z′
α⊥ (z, z
′)
)
dzdz′
= −e−2Q2
∫
exp (±Qz)α|| (z, z
′) dzdz′ sin ce
∫
∂2
∂z∂z′
α⊥ (z, z
′) dz′ ≡ 0
= −e−2Q2α2D,scr|| (Q = 0) +O
(
Q4
)
for insulating layers .
7For this z-independent source potential the density perturbation m±I and the response matrix c0 are the same for any
layer, m±I = m
± and then (16) becomes, to lowest order in Q
~m = −e−2Q2α2D,scr|| (Q = 0)
(
1
1
)
+ c0
∑
J
v (I − J) ~m
~m = −e−2Q2α2D,scr|| (Q = 0)
(
1
1
)
+
(
Tv Rv
Rv Tv
)
~m (26)
where
v =
∞∑
K=1
e−KQD =
−∞∑
K=−1
eKQD =
1
eQD − 1
≈
1
QD
for Q→ 0 .
Defining m = 12 (m
+ +m−) and adding the + and − components of (26) we find
2m = −2e−2Q2α2D,scr|| (Q = 0) + 2 (T +R) vm
m =
−e−2Q2α2D,scr|| (Q = 0)
1− (T +R) 1QD
=
−e−2Q2α2D,scr|| (Q = 0)
1 + 4πD−1α2D,scr|| (Q = 0)
(27)
The dipole moment per unit volume from (25) is then
~p =
2
π
E0xˆ
D
α2D,scr|| (Q = 0)
1 + 4πD−1α2D,scr|| (Q = 0)
(28)
We denote by ”3D macroscopic polarizability” α3D,macro the macroscopic dipole moment per unit volume in-
duced per unit external field, α3D,macro = p/E¯. Since the average external field in our chosen volume is
E¯ =
∫ π/(2Q)
−π/(2Q)E0 cos (Qx) dx/
∫ π/(2Q)
−π/(2Q) dx = 2E0/π we have from (28)
α3D,macro =
p
E¯
=
D−1α2D,scr|| (Q = 0)
1 + 4πD−1α2D,scr|| (Q = 0)
(29)
However the 3D macroscopic polarizability can also be expressed in terms of the (3D) macroscopic dielectric function
εmacro of the stack , via α3D,macro = (4π)
−1
(1− 1/εmacro). By equating this to (29) we find an expression for the
polarizability of an isolated layer, valid when the layers do not overlap.
α2D,scr|| (Q = 0, ω) =
D
4π
(
εmacro|| (D,ω)− 1
)
(30)
This equation can alternatively be obtained via the type of analysis leading to (43) below, with qz = 0 exactly and Q
small but finite. Eq (30) is also implicit in the work of Nazarov51.
B. Response of a homogeneous stack of layers to a uniform field directed perpendicular to the layers.
For the case of a layer with inversion symmetry in the xy directions, a uniform field in the z direction (i.e. with
Q = 0) can only move the ~G = ~0 component of charge in each layer of the stack in the z direction, creating a
perturbation charge on each layer that sums to zero and is zero outside the layer. By Gauss’s theorem, such a charge
distribution produces zero electric field outside the layer. Therefore the layers do not interact in this geometry provided
that the spacing D is stretched far enough from equilibrium that the layer charge densities do not overlap. Therefore
the polarization per unit volume in the bulk is just obtained by adding the polarizations of the layers, traeated as
independent, to the same external field. The polarization per unit volume in bulk in terms of the macroscopic
dielectric function is
a3D,scrzz =
1
4π
(
1−
(
ε−1rpa (qzˆ, q → 0)
)
00
)
=
1
4π
(
1−
1
εmacrozz
)
8and for mutually non-interacting layers this must equal α2D,scrzz /D. Thus
α2D,scrzz (Q = 0, ω) =
D
4π
(
1−
1
εmacrozz (D,ω)
)
(31)
Contrast this with the parallel-field case (30) where the macroscopic dielectric constant ε appears in different way
because of interactions between the layers in the parallel-field case. The result (31) can be derived more formally
along the same lines as for (30), by using the type of analysis leading to (43), then setting Q = 0 exactly while qz is
small but finite. Eq (31) can also be obtained from equations in ref. 51 and is related to the work of Andersen et al52.
As an example of the formulae (31) and (30), Figs 2(a) and 3(a) show the parallel and perpendicular layer po-
larizabilities Im{α2D,scrxx (ω + i0)} and Im
{
α2D,scrzz (ω + i0)
}
of a BN monolayer, deduced from VASP calculations
of the macroscopic dielectric functions of solid BN that is only slightly stretched. The agreement for layer spacings
D = 0.8 nm and D = 1.2 nm shows that, with the analytic interlayer-descreening implied in (30), large layer spacings
are not needed to extract well-converged properties of an isolated layer. On the other hand, if the ”noninteracting”
formula (31) is inappropriately applied to the parallel polarizability, the the results are strongly D-dependent (see Fig
2(b) ) and will only converge to the correct layer polarizability when D →∞.
As a further test we note that the BN binding energies and asymptotics that we obtain below are stable to 1%
when we change from D = 0.8 to D = 1.2nm for the reference solid, in calculations of εmacro.
VII. INTER-LAYER CORRELATION ENERGY IN ACFD-RPA
For a collection of parallel non-overlapping layers we can separate the Coulomb interaction into intra-layer and
inter-layer parts:
V = Vintra + λVinter (32)
with 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1: λ = 1 defines the physical system, while for λ = 0 we have a collection of isolated systems. We start
from the full interaction Vintra inside each layer, and turn on the interlayer interactions by varying λ from 0 to 1. By
evaluating the work to increase from λ to λ+dλ we find the interlayer correlation energy in the Adiabatic Connection
Fluctuation (ACFD) approach48:
Einterlayer =
~
2π
∫ ∞
0
du
∫
r,r′ in different layers
d~rd~r ′
∫ 1
0
dλχλ(~r, ~r
′, iu)
e2
|~r − ~r ′|
Here χλ is the density-density response with the interaction (32) present. Fourier transformation of the x and y
coordinates, with neglect of the exponentially decaying ~G 6= ~0 terms, gives the energy per unit area as
Einterlayer
A
=
~
(2π)
3
∫ ∞
0
du
∫
d2Q
∑
I 6=J
e−Q|ZI−ZJ |
2πe2
Q
∫ 1
0
dλ
×
∫
dZdZ ′eθ(ZJ−ZI )Q(Z−Z
′)χλ (Q,ZI + Z,ZJ + Z
′, iu) (33)
where A is the area of one layer and θ is the Heaviside function. Here for J > I the
∫
dZdZ ′ can be recognized as
the moment m+I (Eq (2)) induced on layer I by a perturbing external potential component V
−
J of unit strength (see
Eq (3)) applied to layer J only. This moment would be zero if the layers did not interact. For interacting layers, ~m
is obtained from solution of (18) with ~V extI = (δIJ , 0). Similarly for J < I the integral
∫
dzdz′ gives m−I for a unit
source V − in layer J , so that ~V extI = (0, δIJ). Thus from (19)∫
dzdz′eθ(J−I)Q(z−z
′)χ (Q,ZI + z, ZJ + z
′, iu) =
Q
2πe2
(
c+−IJ θ (J − I) + c
−+
IJ θ (I − J)
)
and then (33) with (15 ) becomes
Einterlayer
A
=
~
(2π)
3
∫ ∞
0
du
∫
d2Q
∑
IJ
∫ 1
0
dλ
(
c+−λIJv
−+
JI + c
+−
λIJv
−+
JI
)
=
~
(2π)
3
∫ ∞
0
du
∫
d2Q
∑
IJ
∫ 1
0
dλTr± (cλIJvJI) (34)
9where vIJ is defined in (15). Here the trace Tr± is over a 2 × 2 matrix but the layer sum in (34) can also
be recognized as a trace of the product cv over the layer index I. Expanding (20) to zero order in the interlayer
interaction u and noting c0 = δIJc0II we find that the lowest-order contribution to (34) is zero, being proportonal to
Tr±
∑
I c0IIvII = 0 since vII = 0 from (15). The expansion of (34) therefore starts at second order in v. The second
order term is proportional to a sum of interactions between pairs I, J, of layers,
∑
IJ
∫
λdλTr (c0IIvIJc0JJvJI) .
Similar arguments show that expansion terms in (34) containing solely v+ factors, or solely v− factors, are also zero -
these terms couple only layers to the right(left) of each other and so cannot contribute to the same-layer components
that make up the trace.
VIII. CORRELATION ENERGY BETWEEN TWO PARALLEL LAYERS DISTANT D
Here we set the layer spacing Z2 − Z1 = D. and (15) becomes
v12 =
(
0 exp (−QD)
0 0
)
= vT
21
Here it is appropriate to drive with V −1 = V
+
2 = 0, so that only two of the four scalar RPA equations (18) are coupled:
~mI =
Q
2πe2
c0I
~V totI = c0I
(
Q
2πe2
~V extI + λ
∑
J
vIJ ~mJ
)
(35)
m+1 = c
++
01
(
Q
2πe2
V +1 + λe
−QDm−2
)
m−2 = c
−−
02
(
Q
2πe2
V −2 + λe
−QDm+1
)
with solution
m+1 =
Q
2πe2
c++01 V
+
1 + λe
−QDc++01 c
−−
02 V
−
2(
1− λ2e−2QDc++01 c
−−
02
) = Q
2πe2
(
c++11 V
+
1 + c
+−
12 V
−
2
)
so that the interacting response function between the layers is
c±12 =
λe−QDc++01 c
−−
02
1− λ2e−2QDc++01 c
−−
02
= c∓21
Then the first line of (34) becomes
Einterlayer
A
=
~
(2π)3
∫ ∞
0
du
∫
d2Q
∫ 1
0
dλ
(
c+−λIJv
−+
JI + c
−+
λIJv
+−
JI
)
Einterlayer
A
=
~
(2π)
3
∫ ∞
0
du
∫
d2Q
∫ 1
0
dλ
2λc−−02 c
++
01 e
−2QD
1− λ2e−2QDc++01 c
−−
02
=
~
(2π)3
∫ ∞
0
du
∫
d2Q ln
(
1− e−2QDc++01 c
−−
02
)
(36)
=
~
(2π)
3
∫ ∞
0
du
∫
d2Q ln
(
1− e−2QDRright1 R
left
2
)
(37)
where (14) was used.
We note in passing that (37) is valid even for infinitely thick parallel slabs separated by distance D, where we
choose the regions R1 and R2 to be z < 0 and z > 0 respectively, with the reference points Z1 and z2 at ±D/2 (i.e.
at the edges of the two slabs). See Fig 1. By evaluating the slab reflection coefficients R1 and R2 in the small-q limit
(see for example48) one can then re-derive the electromagnetically non-retarded limit of the original Lifshitz result for
non-overlapping slabs. Here however we consider nano-thin layers.
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For isotropic inversion-symmetric nano-layers , use of (10) gives
Einterlayer
A
=
~
(2π)
3
∫ ∞
0
du
∫
d2Q ln
(
1− e−2QD (−2πQ)
2
α1totα2tot
)
(38)
where for each layer species αtot = α
2D,scr
xx (
~Q, iu) + α2D,scrzz
(
~Q, iu
)
.
For large D (at least for insulating layers) we can expand the logarithm in (38) to second order, giving
Einterlayer
A
= −
~
(2π)
3
∫ ∞
0
du
∫
(2πQ)
2
d2Qe−2QDα1totα2tot (39)
For the case of a BN bilayer our numerical work (see below) shows that the maximum value of αtot (iu) is about
0.1nm, and since the maximum value of Q2 exp (−2QD) is e−2D−2 , the nontrivial term under the logarithm in (37)
is always less than about (2π)
2
10−2e−2 (D/nm)
−2
= 5.3× 10−2 (D/nm)
−2
. Thus for any D > 2D0 = 0.7nm this
term is less than ≈ 5.3×10−2 (.7)
−2
= 0.11 and so expansion of the logarithm is justified a priori for BN layers except
very close to contact. In practice we found the expansion is suitable for correlation energy calculations even near to
contact.
A. Asymptotic vdW interaction of two insulating layers
For two insulating layers α1tot and α2tot are both constant as Q → 0. The asymptotic (D → ∞, implying Q→ 0)
vdW interaction (38) is then evaluated by taking each αitot as independent of Q, and Taylor-expanding the logarithm
in (38). We this obtain the asymptotic (D →∞) form
Einterlayer
A
(2 insulators)) = −
3~
8D4
∫ ∞
0
α1tot(Q = 0, iu)α2ot(Q = 0, iu)du .
This is total correlation energy per unit area of one side of the double layer. The correlation energy per unit area
per layer is then half of this:
Einterlayer (2 ins)
NA
= −
3~
16D4
∫ ∞
0
α1tot(Q = 0, iu)α2tot(Q = 0, iu)du (40)
where N = 2 and αtot is defined just below Eq (38).
IX. INTER-LAYER RPA INTERACTIONS IN AN INFINITE UNIFORM STACK OF IDENTICAL
SYMMETRIC LAYERS
Here all layers are identically constructed. With reference to Fig 1, the Ith layer is centred on the reference point
ZI = ID , I = 0,±1,±2, ...
and the region RI containing layer I is
RI = {z : (I − 1/2)D < z < (I + 1/2)D} .
Here D is the common spacing between adjacent layers, which does not have to be the equilibrium spacing (e.g. the
layered crystal could be stretched).
For this equally-spaced case all two-index layer functions such as cIJ are functions of I − J only. The inverse
over the layer indices I, J in (20) then becomes analytic via a reverse Fourier Series transformation to a wavenumber
variable qz, instead of layer index I. For an arbitrary function fI we define
f (qz) =
∑
J
e−iqzDJfJ , fI =
D
2π
∫ π/D
−π/D
dqzf (qz) e
iqzDI (41)
11
and a convolution X∆I ≡ XI−J =
∑
K FI−KGK−J has a transform X (qz) = F (qz)G (qz).
Then (20) becomes
c (Q, qz) = (I − c0 (Q, qz)v (Q, qz))
−1
c0 (Q, qz)
where the products and inverse are solely over 2× 2 matrices. Here from (14) and (41)
c0 (Q, qz) =
(
R (Q,ω) T (Q,ω)
T (Q,ω) R (Q,ω)
)
(42)
is independent of qz . Similarly from (15) and (41),
v (Q, qz) =
(
0 v+ (Q, qz)
v+ (Q, qz)
∗
0
)
(43)
where
v+ (Q, qz) =
∑
I>0
exp ((−Q+ iqZ)DI) =
eiqzDe−QD
1− eiqzDe−QD
=
(
v−
)∗
(44)
Then the interlayer correlation energy per unit area, per layer of the infinite stack (N → ∞) from (34) is a
convolution on J :
Ec
NA
=
~
(2π)3
∫ ∞
0
du
∫
d2Q
1
N
∑
I
∫ 1
0
dλTr± (cλv)II
=
~
(2π)
3
∫ ∞
0
du
∫
d2Q
∫ 1
0
dλ
D
2π
∫
dqzTr±
[
(1− λc0v)
−1
c0v
]
Q,qz.iu
=
~
(2π)
3Tr~qTr±
∫ ∞
0
~du ln± (I− c0v)
=
∫ ∞
0
~duTr~q ln det
±
(I− c0v) (45)
= (2π)−3Tr~q
∫ ∞
0
~du ln
(
1− 2TRev+ +
(
T 2 −R2
) ∣∣v+∣∣2) (46)
Here Tr~q{} ≡
∫∞
0 d
2Q D2π
∫ π/D
−π/D{}dqz, while Tr± and ln± are operations on the 2× 2 matrices. In (46), the last step
used (42) and (43)). From (43) we have
Rev+ = (cos (qzD)− exp (−QD)) /b, T rv
+ =
∣∣ v+∣∣2 = exp (−QD) /(2b). (47)
b = cosh (QD)− cos (qzD)
Then the inter-layer correlation energy of the infinite stack is
Ec
NA
= (2π)
−3
Tr~q
∫ ∞
0
~du ln
(
1 +
(exp (−QD)− cos (qzD))T + exp (−QD)
(
T 2 −R2
)
cosh (QD)− cos (qzD)
)
(48)
where T
(
~Q, iu
)
and R
(
~Q, iu
)
are the reflection and transmission coefficients.
This can be written in dimensionless form using κ‖ = QD, κz = qzD and applying (11) and (10):
Ec
NA
= (2π)
−3
D−2
∫
~κ||
d2κ||
1
2π
∫ π
−π
dκz
∫ ∞
0
~du
× ln

1 + −2πκ||D−1
(
exp
(
−κ||
)
− cos (κz)
)
αdiff +
(
2πκ||
)2
D−2 exp
(
−κ||
) (
α2sum − α
2
diff
)
cosh
(
κ||
)
− cos (κz)

 (49)
Here αdiff = α
2D,scr,−
xx
(
κ||D
−1, iu
)
− α2D,scr,−zz
(
κ||D
−1, iu
)
, αsum = α
2D,scr,+
xx
(
κ||D
−1, iu
)
+
αzz2D,scr,+
(
κ||D
−1, iu
)
.
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A. D →∞ limit for an infinite stack of insulating layers
In the large-D limit (49) calls for the single-layer polarizabilities αsum, αdiff at very small parallel wavenumber
Q = κ||D
−1 where the cosh function on the denominator ensures that large κ|| values are not relevant. For insulators
these polarizabilities have finite values as Q→ 0, and then (49) shows explicitly that the argument of the logarithm
is close to 1, justifying a Taylor expansion of the log. In fact the expansion of the logarithm is most transparently
done from the original formula (46), giving
E(2)
NA
=
1
(2π)
3Tr~q
∫ ∞
0
~du
[
−T (v+ + v+∗) +
(
T 2 −R2
)
v+v+∗ −
1
2
T 2
(
v+2 + 2v+v+∗ + v+∗2
)]
The terms containing only v+, or only v+∗, and those containing only v+2 or v+∗2are zero as explained following
Eq (34). The terms containing T cancel and the remaining lowest term involves only the reflection coefficient and is
of second order in v:
E(2)
NA
=
−1
(2π)
3Tr~q
(
v+v+∗
∫ ∞
0
~duR2
)
=
−1
(2π)3
∫ (
D
2π
∫
v+v+∗dqz
)
(2πQ)2 d2Q
∫ ∞
0
α2tot (iu)~du
where αtot is defined below Eq (38). Now the qz integral is a Fourier coefficient of a product and therefore gives the
on-layer value of a layer convolution,
D
2π
∫
v+v+∗dqz =
∑
J
v+IJv
−
JI =
∞∑
K=1
e−2KDQ
Then
E(2) inf stack (D)
NA
=
−1
(2π)3
∞∑
K=1
∫
d2Qe−2KDQ (2πQ)
2
∫ ∞
0
α2tot (Q, iu)~du
= 2
∞∑
K=1
E(2)bilayer (KD)
2A
(50)
where (39) was used. This form, representing a pairwise sum over layers, results from our expansion of the logarithm
in (46). The fully asymptotic D→∞ result can be obtained for insulating layers by using the Q = 0 value of the layer
response. The Q integral can then be done analytically for each value of K, giving the asymptotic (large-D) layer
binding energy for a uniform stack of identical insulating layers:
E
NA
= −
3
8
D−4
(
∞∑
K=1
K−4
)∫ ∞
0
~duα2tot(Q = 0, iu) (51)
where αtot was defined following Eq (38). Note
∑∞
K=1K
−4 ≈ 1. 082 . The leading term in the infinite stack result (51)
is twice the two-layer result (40), which makes sense because in the infinite stack each layer has two nearest-neighbour
layers.
We can convert (51) to an energy per atom by multiplying by the area Aatom per atom in a layer.
X. SUB-ASYMPTOTIC THEORY: RESPONSE AND ENERGETICS FOR SMALL NON-ZERO Q
The asymptotic results (40), (51) above were based (at least for insulating layers) on the layer polarizabilities at
Q = 0. Now we look at the response of an isolated layer for small but finite Q, which will allow us to consider
the interactions of layers with objects at somewhat closer distances, but still not in the region of strong overlap of
electronic clouds. (i.e. it gives sub-asymptotic results). To do this we need to consider the Coulomb interaction
within a layer, which we do at the RPA level. For these intra-layer interactions we cannot a priori ignore the ~G 6= ~0
(local-field) Coulomb interaction effects.
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The bare (Kohn-Sham) and interacting density responses χ(0) , χ of a single periodic layer are related by the RPA
equation
χ~G~G ′(Q,ω, z, z
′) = χ
(0)
~G~G ′
(Q,ω, z, z′) +
∑
~G ′′
∫
dz′′dz′′′χ
(0)
~G~G ′′
(Q, z, z′′, ω)V~G ′′+~Q(z
′′, z′′′)χ~G ′′ ~G ′(Q,ω, z
′′′, z′) (52)
or more compactly χ = χ0+χ0 ∗V ∗χ where the 2D Coulomb potential is V~k (z, z
′) = 2πe2
∣∣∣~k∣∣∣−1 exp(− ∣∣∣~k∣∣∣ |z − z′|).
We break this Coulomb interaction into a part W rap that varies rapidly in space even when Q → 0, and a part
W (slow) that does not: V = W rap +W slow .
The rapid component contains the ~G 6= ~0 local-field terms for Q = 0, and another part with a discontinuous z
derivative:
W rapG (z, z
′)
2πe2
=
(
1− δ~G,~0
) exp(− ∣∣∣~G∣∣∣ |z − z′|)∣∣∣~G∣∣∣ − δ~G,~0 |z − z
′| (53)
The remaining slowly varying part is analytic at small Q:
W slow~G (z, z
′)
2πe2
=
V −W rap
2πe2
=
(
1− δ~G,~0
)exp
(
−
∣∣∣~G+ ~Q∣∣∣ |z − z′|)∣∣∣ ~G+ ~Q∣∣∣ −
exp
(
−
∣∣∣~G∣∣∣ |z − z′|)∣∣∣~G∣∣∣


+δ~G00,~0
(
exp (−Q |z − z′|)
Q
+ |z − z′|
)
= δ~G00,~0
(
Q−1 +
1
2
Q (z − z′)
2
)
+O
(
Q2
)
(54)
We define a ”rapid” single-layer response χrap~G~G′ (Q, z, z
′, ω) that satisfies (52) withW rap in place of the full Coulomb
interaction V :
χrap = χ0 + χ0 ∗W rap ∗ χrap (55)
and it then follows that the full RPA response χ from (52) exactly satisfies
χ = χrap + χrap ∗W slow ∗ χ (56)
To study the subasymptotic interaction of the layer with other layers, we only need the component ~G = ~G′ = ~0
of χ. We consider this component of (56). Expressing χrap and χ in terms of polarizabilities αrap, αscr as in (9) we
write the ~G = ~G′ = ~0 component of the convolution on the RHS of (56) in the the form
(
χrap ∗W slow ∗ χ
)
~0~0
(Q, z, z′) =
∫
dz′′dz′′′
[
Q2αrap|| (Q, z, z
′′)− ∂z∂z′′α
rap
⊥ (Q, z, z
′′)
]
×
(
Q−1 +Q (z′′ − z′′′)
2
) [
Q2αscr|| (Q, z
′′′, z′)− ∂z′′′∂z′α
scr
⊥ (Q, z
′′′, z′)
]
= Q
∫
dz′′dz′′′αrap|| (Q, z, z
′′)Q2αscr|| (Q, z
′′′, z′)
(
1 +O
(
Q2
))
(57)
where we used the identities
∫
∂z∂z′′α
rap
⊥ (Q, z, z
′′) dz′′ = 0 =
∫
∂z′′′∂z′α
scr
⊥ (Q, z
′′′, z′) dz′′′. We take the
exp (Q (z ± z′)) dzdz′ moments of (56) using (57) and also the definition (12), finding
Q2
(
α2D,scr|| (Q, iu)± α
2D,scr
⊥ (Q, iu)
)
= Q2
(
α2D,rap|| (Q, iu)± α
2D,rap
⊥ (Q, iu)
)
+Qα2D,rap|| (Q, iu)Q
2α2D,scr|| (Q, iu) +O
(
Q4
)
(58)
Here we have noted that the moments
∫
exp (Q (z ± z′))αii (Q, z, z
′) dzdz′ ,
∫
exp (±Qz)αii (Qz, z
′) dzdz′ are equal
to to lowest order (O(Q0)), and also to O(Q1) for symmetric layers, which we consider exclusively here. Thus we were
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able to drop the ± superscript on the α2D terms (see also the commentary following Eq (12)). The same is not true
for the equivalent moments of χ. Adding and subtracting the two equations (58) and cancelling Q2 throughout, we
find for a symmetric layer
α2D,scr|| (Q, iu) = α
2D,rap
|| (Q, iu) + 2πQα
2D,rap
|| (Q, iu)α
2D,scr
|| (Q, iu) +O
(
Q2
)
(59)
α2D,scr⊥ (Q, iu) = α
2D,rap
⊥ (Q, iu) +O
(
Q2
)
(60)
These screening equations are deceptively simple, as they include all one-electron local-field effects to the order
stated. Furthermore by setting Q → 0 in (60) and (59) we find that the response α2D,rap is identical to the
interacting layer response α2D,scr in the Q → 0 limit. Also, using the facts that W rap is Q-independent (see (53))
and χ0 (Q, iu) = χ0 (Q→ 0)
(
1 +O
(
Q2
))
, we can show from (55) that α2D,rap (Q, iu) = α2D,rap (Q = 0, iu)+O
(
Q2
)
.
Thus (59) and (60) can be written, for a symmetric layer at least
αxx ≡ α
2D,scr
|| (Q, iu) =
α2D,scr|| (Q→ 0, iu)
1 + 2πQα2D,scr|| (Q→ 0, iu)
+O
(
Q2
)
, (61)
αzz ≡ α
2D,scr
⊥ (Q, iu) = α
2D,scr
⊥ (Q,→ 0, iu) +O
(
Q2
)
(62)
where the αii
2D,scr(Q → 0, iu) are readily obtained from macroscopic dielectric function calculations as in (30) and
(31).
We can use (61) and (62) in two ways, a formal next-order correction, and a less systematic approach that is more
useful in practice.
A. Formal next-order correction to inter-layer correlation energy
We can expand (61) formally to 1st order, obtaining α2D,scr|| (Q, iu) = α
2D,scr
|| (0, iu)−2πQ
[
α2D,scr|| (0, iu)
]2
. Putting
this into (39), for example, we obtain a sub-asymptotic correction to (40) for the cross-correlation energy of two
identical insulating layers
Ec,next =
1
D5
3π
2
~
∫ (
α||
)2
αtotdu (63)
where αtot = α
2D,scr
xx (Q = 0, iu) + α
2D,scr
zz (Q = 0, iu) and α|| = α
2D,scr
xx (Q = 0, iu). Eq (63) is to be added to
the leading D−4asymptotic term from (40). For an infinite stack, according to (50), (63) should be multiplied by
2
∑∞
J=1 J
−5 = 2.0738. Surprisingly, we found that for BN layers, (63) becomes comparable to the leading asymptotic
term (40) for D < 1 nm For separations as large as 1 nm the interaction is O (meV/atom), too small to be found
accurately by a full numerical correlation energy calculation using (e.g.) VASP. Thus for this system there is NO range
of separations D where we can meaningfully test the full calculation against these asymptotics! Our sub-asymptotic
approach in the next Section is more useful in this regard.
B. More useful sub-asymptotic form
Another way to use (61) and (62) is to leave the screening denominator un-expanded in (61). While we include
some O(Q2) terms by doing this, and so should formally be including all O(Q2) terms, we have estimated that the
denominator in (61) can be far from unity at intermediate layer separations D, where the other O(Q2) terms are still
small. With this approach the Q integration can be done analytically (assuming an isotropic layer response in the
plane), giving
E2Layers(sub−asy) (D)
2A
= −
1
2
(
1
2π
)4 ∫ ∞
0
~du
[
α|| (iu)
]−4
(64)
×
(
α2|| (iu) f2 (ξ) + 2α|| (iu)α⊥ (iu) f1 (ξ) + α
2
⊥ (iu) f0 (ξ)
)
(65)
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where ξ ≡ Dπα||(iu) and
fn (ξ) =
∫ ∞
0
q3
e−|ξ|q
(1 + q)
n dq ≈ 6ξ
−4 for ξ →∞ (66)
f0 = 6ξ
−4
f1 = −e
ξE1 (ξ) + ξ
−1 − ξ−2 + 2ξ−3
f2 = (3 + ξ) e
ξE1 (ξ) + ξ
−2 − 2ξ−1 − 1 (67)
Here E1 (ξ) ≡ Ei (1, ξ) is the exponential integral function, item 5.1.1 in Abramowitz and Stegun
55. Alternatively the
Q integration in (39) can be done numerically, which avoids the use of the E1 function.
For the infinite stack of uniformly spaced layers (still within a second order expansion of the logarithm) the
correlation energy according to (50) is
E∞stack(sub−asy) (D)
NA
= 2
∞∑
K=1
E2Layers(sub−asy) (KD)
2A
(68)
The sum over layer separation index K converges rapidly, like
∑
K K
−4.
In the above arguments, analytic evaluation of the Q integrations depended on perturbative expansion of the
logarithm in the full RPA energy expressions, a procedure that we showed to be‘valid asymptotically for insulating
2D layers, essentially because 2D intra-layer RPA screening is ineffective as Q→ 0 (This contrasts with thick layers,
where conventional Lifshitz theory applies, 3D screening remains signifant as Q→ 0, and the second order expansion
of the logarithm is known to make errors of up to 20% in the vdW energy41). However one can easily revert to
non-expanded logarithmic expressions such as (49) or (38). Numerically exact evaluation for symmetric layers is
easily done as a two-dimensional numerical integral over Q ≡
∣∣∣~Q∣∣∣ and u for 2 layers, or a 3D integration on Q, qz and
u for the case of an infinite stack. This obtains the correlation energy in seconds to minutes on a laptop machine, in
contrast to full RPA energy calculations with a packaged plane-wave code, which takes hours, days or even weeks on
a large parallel cluster, even for simple geometries.
XI. INCLUDING O(Q2) CORRECTIONS IN THE LAYER RESPONSE
As shown above, the polarizability of a symmetric insulating layer through O(Q) can be determined directly from
the macroscopic dielectric function εmacro (Q = 0, ω + i0) of a slightly stretched stack of layers, without further input.
However to predict layer interactions at shorter distances one needs the layer response to O(Q2). At this order
many effects come in: (i) local-field (~G 6= ~0) effects within layers (see (54,59, 60)); (ii) local-field effects between
layers; (iii) effects of finite layer width (consider expansion of the exponential in (12) for a symmetric layer); (iv)
finite spatial extent of any adsorbates; (v) electron pressure (diffusion) effects in the layer response (for example, the
long-wavelenth bare density response of a metallic layer is of form (χ0(Q, iu))
−1 ∝ u2+γ2Q2 where the diffusion term
involves a mean-square velocity spread γ2). It would be too difficult to account for all these effects analytically (or
even numerically without complexity comparable to a full RPA correlation energy calculation), so we now introduce
an empirical O(Q2) correction both to the layer response α2D,scr and (treated elsewhere) to the polarizability A (iu)
of any adsorbate where applicable. Accordingly we write for the layer response through O(Q2)
α2D,scrxx (Q, iu) =
α2D,scrxx (Q = 0, iu)
1 + 2πQα2D,scrxx (Q = 0, iu)
√
1 +B2Q2 exp
(
− (βQ)
6
/2
)
(69)
α2D,scrzz (Q, iu) = α
2D,scr
xx (Q = 0, iu)
√
1 +B2Q2 exp
(
− (βQ)
6
/2
)
(70)
where B has dimensions of length and can be regarded as a sort of effective layer width governing polarization
properties, and the final exponential factor is discussed below. The square root form in (69,70) is not unique but
it allows for the required O(Q2) correction for small Q, while avoiding over-emphasis of large Q values where our
theory is at any rate not accurate. Moment expansion of the exponential in (12) suggests that B is real, i.e. that the
correction is positive, and this is borne out by the fits to the RPA correlation energy that we obtain below. There
really should be separate values Bxx and Bzz to fit the parallel and perpendicular responses, but here we assume for
simplicity that Bxx = Bzz = B. The constant B for each species of layer was fixed by fitting one point on the curve
of RPA correlation energy vs layer spacing D of an infinite stack of that particular layer, the fit being done at a point
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that is near to the equilibrium spacing D0. Our theory is then used for all other D values, and we shall see that this
reproduces the entire interlayer correlation energy curve Ec (D) of a stack of layers very well, including D values near
to and far from the equilibrium layer spacing D0 of the solid. In doing this, we needed to consider one more point, as
follows.
At moderate inter-layer distances D the inverse exponential e−2QD, from the Coulomb potential in correlation
energy expressions such as (40), creates a natural cutoff ensuring that the unphysical large-Q behaviour of our small-
Q resonse expressions (69,70) does not contribute significantly to the energy. However, as the two layers approach
their natural binding distance D0 this exponential decay is insufficient for the task, and we need to recognize that the
~Q integrations should at least be restricted to the first Brillouin zone. To this end we include an additional damping
factor in (69,70) of form e−(βQ)
6
. The value of β is chosen to satisfy a normalisation condition based on the area ABZ
of the 2D Brillouin zone (BZ) of the layer’s crystal structure:∫
exp
(
− (βQ)
6
)
d2Q = ABZ
This ensures that the energy integration only samples values of ~Q lying roughly within the BZ, even though we
formally include larger Q values in our Q integration. This smooth damping factor avoids the numerical difficulties
posed by a sharp BZ cutoff in Q, but contributes only to O(Q6) for Q → 0 and thus does not spoil the desirable
small-wavenumber physics of the polarizability model (69,70) that we have created. Apart from this consideration,
the use of the 6th power is not unique.
XII. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR BN LAYERS
The results of our procedure for a stretched h-BN crystal are shown in Fig 4. The fully asymptotic energy prediction
(51) substantially over-estimates the RPA correlation energy at smaller separations, and so cannot be corrected by a
positive O(Q2) term of the form motivated above on grounds of layer width and other physics. The sub-asymptotic
O (Q) form of layer polarizability (64), (68) somewhat under-estimates Ec and so is eligible for physically meaningful
O(Q2) correction. By fitting the RPA layer correlation energy at a single point near the equilbrium spacingD = D0 we
found optimal values B = 0.238nm for monolayer BN and B = 0.265nm for monolayer graphene (see (69) and (70)).
These choices led to excellent fits to the available RPA interlayer correlation energy at all layer separations D down
to D = D0, as seen in Fig. 4. In Fig 5 we also show the same quantity with the perpendicular polarizability a
2D,scr
zz
set to zero. This demonstrates that neglect of either one of a2D,scrzz or a
2D,scr
xx yields large errors in the inter-layer
correlation energy.
Since our prediction of the interlayer RPA correlation energy alone is very good, in order to reproduce the total
RPA energy E (D) we should add the exact Hartree and exchange energies. This gives a very good account of the total
RPA binding energy curve Etot (D) as shown in Fig.6. The convergence parameters of the full RPA energy calculation
were as follows: a 12 × 12 × 6 k-space grid for the exchange calculation, and an 8 × 8 × 3 grid for the correlation
energy calculation, reducing to 8 × 8 × 1 for large inter-layer separations. The cut-off for the polarisability matrices
was 300 eV and the cut-off of the wavefunction was 700 eV.The energies agree well with previous RPA calculations
on h-BN31,38.
XIII. THE SPECIAL CASE OF GRAPHENE
Graphene is not an insulator and its polarizability is singular as Q, u→ 0, 0. Graphene is also a special case because
it is very difficult to include enough ~k points, in standard numerical plane-wave codes, to capture the delicate physics
of gapless electronic transitions near to the Dirac point, responsible for the graphene’s unusual electronic and van
der Waals properties. In calculating the layer polarizability for graphene from the plane wave code VASP49,50 we
therefore excised from the numerics any electronic transitions with an energy less than εc = 1.25eV , leading to a
2D polarizability α(ins) that is insulator-like - i.e. nonsingular as u → 0. The remaining gapless πz transitions give
rise to the bare graphenic response from a truncated conical Bloch band33. This response is singular as u → 0 but
is known analytically56,57. Adding the numerical and analytic contributions we obtain the ”rapid” polarizabilities
αrapcorresponding to χrap as defined in (55). We note that the πz response contains no local field terms and does not
contribute to the perpendicular polarizability αzz
α2D,rap,grxx (Q, iu) = α
2D,rap,ins,2D
xx (Q, iu) + α
cone(Q, iu) +O
(
Q2
)
(71)
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αcone = e−2 (4~)−1
(
u2 + v20Q
2
)−1/2
θ (72)
Here v0 is the characteristic velocity of the graphene electronic bandstructure, and
θ =
2
π
arctan
(
ε˜/
√
u2 + v20Q
2
)
, ε˜ =
√
max (ε2c − v
2
0Q, 0)→ εc as Q→ 0 .
Then using (56) to calculate the interacting χ2D,scr we obtain the layer polarizability at small but finite surface-parallel
wavenumber in a form including an O(Q2) correction as in (69) :
α2D,scr,graphenexx (Q, iu) =
α2D,rap,gr|| (Q, iu)
1 + 2πe2Qα2Drap,grxx (Q, iu)
√
1 +BQ2 exp
(
− (βQ)6 /2
)
+O
(
Q3
)
(73)
where α2D,rap,grxx is given by (71 ), while α
2D,scr
zz (Q, iu) = α
rap
zz (Q, iu)
√
1 +BQ2 exp
(
− (βQ)6 /2
)
+ O
(
Q3
)
just as
for an insulating layer. The cross-correlation energy for two graphene layers is then found by putting (73) into (38)
or (39). For an infinite stack of graphenes we put (73) into (49) or (50).
Figure 7 shows the inter-layer correlation energy Ec (D) of stretched graphite as a function of layer separation D
in the sub-asymptotic approximation, and in our full semianalytic O(Q2) theory, as well as Ec (D) from a full RPA
correlation energy calculation using VASP. Agreement of our analytic O(Q2) theory with the VASP results is excellent
over the whole range of D values covered in the figure.
For relatively large layer separations D not covered in Fig 7 (in practice for D > 10nm), graphene layers are
known25,56 to have an unusual van der Waals energy that falls off more slowly than that of insulating layers, as D−3
instead of D−4.
This asymptotic result can be obtained as follows. For the case of two zero-temperature undoped graphene layers
at sufficiently large distance D so that only very small Q values are sampled, the electronic πz response dominates,
so α1tot = α2tot = e
−2Q−2χ, χ = χ0/
(
1− 2πe2Q−1χ0
)
, χ0 =
(
−Q2/4~
) (
u2 + v2FQ
2
)−1/2
. Introducing new dimen-
sionless integration variables κ = QD, U = u/ (vFQ) we reduce (38) to a D
−3 power law, which has been known for
some time25:
Einterlayer
A
(2 graphenes)) = −
~vF
(2π)
2D
−3
∫ ∞
0
Q2dQ
∫ ∞
0
dU ln
(
1− e−2Q
(
µ
√
U2 + 1 + 1
)−2)
(74)
where µ = 2~vF /
(
πe2
)
. Note however that for zero-temperature, undoped graphene layers, in practice this formula
is accurate only for layer separationsD exceeding about 10 nm: for smaller separations the insulator-like contributions
to the layer response, from non-πz electronic transitions, plus finite-Dirac-cone effects,, must be included as we have
done here, and the D−3 dependence is masked by larger terms. The infinite-stack case can be obtained from the
layer-pair result as in Eq (50): there is evidence that expanding the logarithm in the RPA correlation energy formula
is adequate here (see Table III of58).
The insert to Fig 7 plots the layer binding energy E of stretched graphite vs. D−3 using our Layer Response
Theory, for large separations D > 10 Angstrom where the full RPA energy cannot be obtained meaningfully because
of numerical noise. The approximate linear dependence of E on D−3 (see (74)) is apparent for large D (left-hand
part of the insert). So our LRT has treated all regimes of separation correctly.
For even larger separations the RPA itself is suspect for graphene, and an approximate many-body treatment37
suggests that (74) is further modified by a logarithmic factor or even a change to the power of D. This is not relevant
to the energetics at the D values investigated nuimerically here, however.
Figure 8 shows the total interlayer energy Ec (D) of bulk graphite. We include the full RPA correlation energy from
a large VASP calculation, and our approximation using (50) and (73) together with the numerically exact exchange
energy from VASP. The convergence parameters for the full RPA energy calculation for graphite were as for Ref 33,
resulting in an estimated 1meV/atom numerical uncertainty. Our LRT energies agree with full RPA to about this
level. Thus once more the agreement of our extremely efficient analytic O(Q2) theory with the large costly VASP
calculation is excellent.
A. Example: Dispersion interaction in an infinite stack of alternating graphene and BN layers
For the infinite stack -BN-Gr-BN-Gr-BN-Gr- we use the sum of layer-pair interactions as in (50). Partial justification
of use of this log-expanded approximation for graphene layers comes from58. The inter-layer correlation energy of a
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graphene-BN pair is obtained from (39) with the layer polarizabilities α1 and α2 for BN and graphene taken from the
working above, with effective layer-width parameters BBN and Bgr already determined by the previous fits to pure
BN and pure graphite. The Brillouin zone cutoff parameter β was taken as the avarage of those of BN and graphene,
since the 2D lattice parameters are so similar. We also chose the effective layer width parameter B to be the average
of that for graphene and that for BN:
α1tot =
(
αBNxx (iu)
1 + 2πQαBNxx (iu)
+ αBNzz (iu)
)
f (75)
α2tot =
(
αgr,cutxx (iu) + α
cone (Q, iu)
1 + 2πQ
(
αgr,cutxx (iu) + αcone (Q, iu)
) + αgr,cutzz (iu)
)
f (76)
where
f =
√
1 + (Bgr +BBN )2Q2/4 exp
(
− (βQ)
6
/2
)
(77)
In Fig. 9 our interlayer correlation energy predictions are compared with those from a full VASP calculation for
the hetero-stack. Our semi-analytic O(Q2) theory gives an excellent fit to the VASP data, without the use of any new
fitting parameters specific to this particular hetero-structure. For the full RPA energy calculations on the hetero-stack
the convergence parameters were similar to those quoted above for the pure BN calculations.
In Fig 10 we show the total interlayer energy for the BN-gr stack using our Layer Response Theory plus the exact
exchange contribution from VASP. Again our results are in excellent agreement with the total interlayer energy from
VASP.
XIV. SUMMARY
Our aim here was to provide the necessary semi-analytic correlation energy theory for prediction of RPA-level
cohesive energetics on nano-thin layer systems without very large computations. We began by obtaining the long-
wavelength imaginary-frequency screened polarizablities α2D,scrxx (Q→ 0, ω = iu), α
2D,scr
zz (Q→ 0, ω = iu) of each iso-
lated monolayer species. We did this using efficient calculations of the macroscopic dielectric function εmacro (ω + i0)
for an infinite stack of the relevant layer, with a modestly stretched interlayer spacing D ≈ 2D0. This was possi-
ble without the use of highly stretched layer spacings because we treated the long-wavelength inter-layer Coulomb
screening analytically. See Eqs (30) and (31).
We then used microscopic analytic theory to obtain the finite-wavenumber O(Q) corrections to α2D,scrii (Q, iu) in
the presence of all intra-layer local-field (~G 6= ~0) effects, without further numerical input. See eqs (61) and (62).
For each type of monolayer, we then obtained further O(Q2) corrections (see Eqs (69) and (70)) to α2D,scrii by
fitting to a single point D = D00 ≈ D0 on the curve of the interlayer correlation energy Ec (D)of an infinite stack of
the same layer species, from RPA energy calculations using VASP. These large numerical RPA energy calculations
were tractable because only a small unit cell is needed to represent such a homogeneous periodic stack. They need
to be performed only once for each monolayer species, and are then used for all subsequent calculations involving
that species with multiple layer types and other species. This spatially nonlocal physics represented in the O(Q2)
correction puts the theory well outside the normal scope of the traditional Lifshitz approach to dispersion forces, and
in particular we obtained good energetics right down to equilibrium binding geometry.
We then used our layer polarizabiltes through O(Q2) to evaluate the inter-layer correlation energies of layered
systems (including the dispersion energy) within the RPA. This could be done semi-analytically because of the
simplified O(Q2) form of the response functions. See (34), (37), (38), (40), (48) and (50).
We found that for layer systems of the types considered, the ”standard” single-power D−p asymptotic forms of
interaction energy (see (40), (74)) are reasonably correct only for D > 10 nm and are certainly not valid at inter-layer
separations D less than 1nm where the correlation energy per atom is of O(1meV ) or more. That is, they are invalid
in the regime where codes such as VASP can give meaningful correlation energy results, given practical numerical
error considerations. For this regime of relatively small separations, it was necessary to consider the response of each
layer through second order in the wavenumber component Q parallel to the layer. This reflects the weak Coulomb
screening within a 2D layer as Q→ 0, and the consequent strong Q dependence (spatially non-local character) of the
screened layer response. This is in contrast to thick layers, where dielectric prpperties are spatially local in the Q = 0
limit, and where Lifshitz theory is valid down to moderate non-contacting separations.
We gave the name ”Layer Response Theory” (LRT) to this approach that obtains semi-analytically the correlation
component of RPA-level interactions involving monolayers, by determining the polarizabilies a2D,scrii (Q, iu) of each
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monolayer species through O(Q2). As first examples of our LRT method, here we calculated the following quantities
semi-analytically, finding excellent agreement with much larger full RPA correlation calculations.
(i) The interlayer correlation energy curve Ec (D) for stretched bulk BN, obtaining excellent agreement at all D
values with large numerical RPA calculations (see eqs (50),(39), (69), (70) and Fig 4);
(ii) As in (i) but with neglect of the layer-perpendicular polarizability component α2D,scrzz (see Fig . 5). This figure
shows that both the parallel and perpendicular polarizabilities of BN layers contribute significantly to the interlayer
correlation energy. We found a similar situation for graphene (not shown here).
(iii) The total interlayer energy Etot (D) for stretched bulk BN, using the exact exchange energy from a large VASP
calculation. This shows that our semi-analytic correlation energy is good enough for quantitative predictions even
near to the equilibrium spacing. (See Fig 6)
(iv) The interlayer correlation energy of an infinite stack as in (i), but for graphite instead of BN. See Eqs (50) and
(73) and Fig 7. Agreement with large numerical RPA calculations is excellent.
(v) The total interlayer energy of stretched graphite using our Layer Response Theory for correlation, plus exact
exchange from VASP: see Fig 8. Agreement with large VASP total RPA energy calculations is excellent.
(vi) The correlation and total interlayer energies for an infinite BN-gr-BN-gr-BN-gr...hetero-stack (Eqs (75),
(76),(50), (39) and Figs 9, 10). Once more agreement with a large VASP RPA energy calculation was excellent,
and here we did not use any external input data for this specific heterostructure. All data (one parameter each) came
from VASP calculations of the pure graphene and pure BN stacks.
The energies of physisorbed molecular species on graphene constitute another application that we will discuss
elsewhere. We will report successful semi-analytic calculations for this case also.
Our experience so far suggests that the correlation energies are remarkably smooth functions of layer separation
D and not strongly dependent on layer-layer registry. A similar conclusion was reached by Loncaric and Despoja13
where a metal surface near to a graphene sheet was successfully treated in the jellium model. This smoothness is
less true for the Hartree and exchange contributions, which contain most of the dependence on the registration of
atoms on adjacent layers. Semilocal energy functionals can give a reasonable account of such registry energies near
to contact separations. With some empiricism, it is possible to meld our accurate semi-analytic correlation energies
with results from semi-local theories of exchange and correlation. See for example59. We will pursue this elsewhere.
Another promising direction is the inclusion of beyond-RPA effects in the correlation energy via simplified exchange-
correlation kernels. See for example60,36,61.
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FIG. 1: Scheme for division of the z axis
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FIG. 2: (a) Parallel-field layer polarizabilites Im(α2D,scrxx (ω + i0)) deduced, via the correct Eq (30), from VASP ε
macro
xx data
for solid BN with stretched lattice spacings D = 0.8 nm (triangles) and D = 1.2 nm (circles). The agreement for the two D
values is excellent, verifying that (30) correctly allows for the interaction between the layers. (b) As in (a), except that the
wrong formula (31) (appropriate to ǫzz isntead of ǫxx, and reflecting lack of inter-layer interaction) was used. Now the cases
D = 0.8 nm and D = 1.2 nm yield distinctly different results for Im((α2D,scrxx )
2) , though one could still in principle obtain
the correct α2D,scrxx (ω + i0) by going to the D →∞ case, where the layers truly do not interact.
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FIG. 3: (a) Field-perpendicular layer polarizabilites Im(α2D,scrzz (ω + i0)) deduced via Eq (31), from VASP ε
macro
zz data for
solid BN with stretched lattice spacings D = 0.8 nm (triangles) and D = 1.2 nm (circles). The agreement for the two D values
is good.
(b) As in (a) but with unjustified use of the field-parallel formula (30). Agreement between D = 0.8nm and D = 1.2nm is now
not so good.
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FIG. 4: Inter-layer correlation energy Uc ≡ Ec(D) per atom (meV) of stretched bulk BN with layer spacing D. Short green
dashes with pale blue crosses: RPA correlation energy from VASP. Red dots: asymptotic D−4 result from Eq (51). Dark green
dash-dots: sub-asymptotic energy from Eqs (64) and (50). Solid blue line: our semi-analytic result (O(Q) sub-asymptotics plus
O(Q2) correction) from (39), (50), (69) and (70). Insert: Ec vs D
−4 (Angstrom −4) for larger D values, showing approximate
proportionality Ec ≈ KD
−4.
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FIG. 5: Interlayer correlation energy Uc ≡ Ec(D) (meV/atom) of stretched bulk BN using only the parallel response, showing
the importance of including both perpendicular and parallel layer polarizability in the analytic work. Red dashed line (with
light blue crosses at the numerical data points): Full Ec(D) from numerical RPA using VASP. Solid blue line: Our best analytic
fit, but with the perpendicular polarizability α2D,scrzz set to zero. Green dash-dots: Our sub-asymptotic energy (64) with α
2D,scr
zz
set to zero. Note the poor fit of our best theory to full RPA data here when α2D,scrzz set to zero, in contrast to the excellent fit
in Fig 4 where both α2D,scrzz and α
2D,scr
xx are included.
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FIG. 6: Total interlayer energy U ≡ Etot(D) of stretched bulk BN (meV/atom), including exact exchange energy fom VASP in
all cases. Red dashes with blue-green crosses: with umerically exact RPA correlation energy from VASP. Solid blue line: with
correlation energy from our best semi-analytic theory (see also Fig 4). Dark green dash-dots: with sub-asymptotic correlatiom
energy from (64) and (50). (51).
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FIG. 7: Interlayer correlation energy Ec(D) of stretched graphite (meV/atom). Red dashes: RPA correlation energy from
VASP, with individual data points shown by crosses. Blue solid line: our best semi-analytic (sub-asymptotic + O(Q2)) theory
from (73), (39) and (50). Green dash-dots: our sub-asymptotic theory. . Insert: energy vs D−3 for D > 1 nm. See also ref.
56.
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FIG. 8: Total interlayer energy U ≡ Etot(D) of stretched graphite (meV/atom). Red dashes with crosses: numerically exact
RPA energy including exact exchange energy, from VASP. Solid blue line: using correlation energy from our best semi-analytic
theory plus Hartree and exact exchange energy from VASP. Green dash-dots: our sub-asymptotic approximation.
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FIG. 9: Interlayer correlation energy Uc ≡ Ec(D) from an infinite stretched stack ...BN-gr-BN-gr...of alternating graphene
and BN layers. Red dashes with crosses: RPA correlation energy from VASP. Green dash-dots: our sub-asymptotic formula.
Blue solid line: our best Layer Theory prediction through O(Q2) from (50), (39), (61) and (73).
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FIG. 10: Total interlayer energy U ≡ Etot(D) from an infinite stretched stack ...BN-gr-BN-gr...of alternating graphene and
BN layers (meV/atom), including exact exchange energy fom VASP. Color scheme of graph as for Fig. 9.
